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            Abstract
The long-standing problem of how the solar atmosphere is heated has been addressed by many theoretical studies, which have stressed the relevance of two specific mechanisms, involving magnetic reconnection and waves, as well as the necessity of treating the chromosphere and corona together1,2,3,4,5,6,7. But a fully consistent model has not yet been constructed and debate continues, in particular about the possibility of coronal plasma being heated by energetic phenomena observed in the chromosphere2,3,8,9,10,11. Here we report modelling of the heating of the quiet Sun, in which magnetic fields are generated by a subphotospheric fluid dynamo intrinsically connected to granulation. We find that the fields expand into the chromosphere, where plasma is heated at the rate required to match observations (4,500 watts per square metre) by small-scale eruptions that release magnetic energy and drive sonic motions. Some energetic eruptions can even reach heights of 10 million metres above the surface of the Sun, thereby affecting the very low corona. Extending the model by also taking into account the vertical weak network magnetic field allows for the existence of a mechanism able to heat the corona above, while leaving unchanged the physics of chromospheric eruptions. Such a mechanism rests on the eventual dissipation of Alfvén waves generated inside the chromosphere and that carry upwards the required energy flux of 300 watts per square metre. The model shows a topologically complex magnetic field of 160 gauss on the Sun’s surface, agreeing with inferences obtained from spectropolarimetric observations12,13,14, chromospheric features (contributing only weakly to the coronal heating) that can be identified with observed spicules9 and blinkers10,11, and vortices that may be possibly associated with observed solar tornadoes8.
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                    Figure 1: Magnetic field and Poynting flux.[image: ]


Figure 2: Twisted flux rope eruption.[image: ]


Figure 3: Torsional motions and Poynting vertical flux.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Temperature and density profiles.
Shown are profiles of the temperature (blue), which is kept fixed during the simulation, and of the initial density profile (black), using the same colour code as in Fig. 1a for the various layers of the atmosphere.


Extended Data Figure 2 Parallel currents profile.
Shown is the profile of the average value of the parameter α associated with the electric currents running along field lines. This quantity appears to take high values in the confined lower and middle parts of the chromosphere. We use the same colour code as in Fig. 1b for the various layers of the atmosphere.


Extended Data Figure 3 Current-free magnetic configuration.
Figure shows selected field lines of an idealized magnetic configuration which is current-free and has the same distribution of vertical component in the photosphere {z = 0} as the field shown in Fig. 1c (at time t = 52.17 min). The footpoints used to launch the field lines (from various planes) are the same as those used in Fig. 1c. Although often used in simple models of the quiet Sun, this kind of current-free configuration is very different from the one produced by our model. In particular, it does not exhibit, either in the chromosphere or above, many of the characteristic features (such as shear and twist) of large magnetic energy and electric current density.


Extended Data Figure 4 Pre-eruptive flow structure.
a, Horizontal velocity (vx, vy) computed at the top of the chromosphere (z = 2 Mm) at the same time (t = 52.17 min) as the configuration of Figs 1c and 2d. The flow pattern is clearly organized in regions containing vortex/torsional motions and other ones that are more ‘calm’. The feet of the TFR of Fig. 2d are located at the periphery of those flows. b, Zoom on one vortex/torsional flow structure V, just above the one shown on Fig. 1c, g, with the norm of (vx, vy) as background. c, Horizontal slice of the vertical component vz of the velocity at z = 3 Mm, where vz starts to show red and blue shifts in the vortex/torsional feature V, while vz is mostly negative below this height. Other boxed features, located at the same places as in a, are shown for information.d, Vertical slice of vz in the plane x = 6 Mm. Downward motions associated with CL almost reach the photosphere.


Extended Data Figure 5 Eruptive flow structure.
a, Horizontal velocity computed at the top of the chromosphere (z = 2 Mm) at the same time (t = 63.50 min, that is, during the eruption phase) as the magnetic configuration of Fig. 2f. The eruptive area (E2) becomes free of vortex/torsional motions, which are still present elsewhere, as in the vortex/torsional feature (V) and concentrated legs (CL). Large vertical flows associated with the eruption of the TFR are correlated with a positive vertical component vz shown as a horizontal slice in b and as a vertical slice in c.


Extended Data Figure 6 Magnetic configuration with the addition of the background magnetic field.
Shown are selected field lines of the magnetic configuration at time t = 72.42 min (as in Fig. 3) corresponding to the case where a background vertical magnetic field of 5 G is added to mimic the effects of the supergranulation network. Several characteristic features are represented above an isosurface of the temperature fluctuations coloured with the vertical component of the magnetic field. They confirm and extend those of Fig. 1c: twisted flux rope (TFR), cusped flux tube (CFT) with coronal streamer-like shape, vertical twisted flux tube (VTFT) guiding Alfvén waves, and magnetic arcades (MA). The structures coloured in grey and green, respectively, are VTFT.





Supplementary information
Dynamo solution seen at the Sun’s surface
Temperature (left panel) and vertical component of the magnetic field (right panel) produced by the sub-surface dynamo model. The temperature is structured at the granulation scale while the magnetic field exhibits both granulation scale and mesoscale features. The magnetic field evolution clearly shows that flux cancellation of magnetic concentrations of opposite polarities occurs frequently all along the evolution. (MOV 24227 kb)


Flows and electric currents
Horizontal slice, taken at height z=2000 km, of the horizontal velocity field, with in background the square of the norm of the electric current density (expressed in non dimensional code units) predicted by the model. This reveals the presence of many current sheets structuring the atmosphere and bounding vortex/torsional motions. (MOV 28652 kb)


Time evolution seen through electric currents
Vertical slice, taken at x=6 Mm, of the square of the norm of the electric current density (expressed in non dimensional code units) predicted by the model. This reveals again the presence of many current sheets, small scale dynamics in the region of strong confinement of the magnetic field in the low chromosphere, in response to the flux changes seen in Video 1, as well as larger scale eruptions, as the one shown on Fig. 2. (MOV 26086 kb)


Jet like events
Evolution of the vertical component of the velocity field, seen as a vertical slice during the simulation, when a larger scale vertical magnetic field of 5 G is present in the atmosphere. Jet like events occur repeatedly and reach the corona guided by the vertical magnetic field (Extended Data Figure 6). (MOV 13943 kb)


Dynamics of electric currents
Evolution of the electric current density in a vertical slice during the simulation when a larger scale vertical magnetic field of 5 G is present in the atmosphere. Up to the chromosphere, the magnetic field is still strongly confined as in the case without an added background magnetic field (Video 3), while above, eruptions and jet like events feed the corona, guided by the main vertical magnetic field (Extended Data Figure 6) close to the separatrix surfaces. (MOV 19126 kb)


Complexity near the transition region 
Observations at 1400 A° made on the west side of the solar limb by the IRIS mission on 2013-12-09 at 23:33 UT, with a cadence of 18.8 seconds between images. The video shows characteristic structures and their evolution on a time scale corroborating the results of our simulations. We have used data downloaded from http://iris.lmsal.com and processed them with help of standard solar packages, including the IRIS IDL routines available at http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/. (MOV 10682 kb)





PowerPoint slides
PowerPoint slide for Fig. 1

PowerPoint slide for Fig. 2

PowerPoint slide for Fig. 3
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        Editorial Summary
Heating a quiet Sun
The mechanisms involved in the heating the solar atmosphere remain a focus of much debate. In this study Tahar Amari et al. develop a model of the heating of the quiet Sun, in which magnetic fields are generated by a subphotospheric fluid dynamo intrinsically connected to granulation. The model shows fields expanding into the chromosphere, where plasma is heated at the rate required to match observations by small-scale eruptions that release magnetic energy and drive sonic motions, while the corona is heated by the dissipation of Alfvén waves.
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